






Introduction
Use observation and demonstrations 
to identify the forces at work 
behind geological change.

Suggested Materials
• Video 1 – Introduction
• Video 2 – A Portrait of Pangaea
• Video 3 – Setting Some Boundaries
• PASCO Temperature Probe, heat source
• Materials to represent continental and 

oceanic plates
• Pangaea Puzzle, Layers of the Earth, 

Earthquake, Technology Research 
Cards

Skill 
Breakdown

Gather and select appropriate information

• by collecting information from various sources provided in the introduction on how and 

why the earth is kinetic, judging how significant each piece is  

• by  thinking about heat convection patterns of the fluid mantle 

• by learning about plate boundaries and interactions

• by considering all the possible ways that geological formations can be generated and 

impacted

• by isolating the information presented during the introduction that will be useful moving 

forward when considering geological change and the agents that cause it

Competency
Breakdown 

Critical Thinking (CT)

• by asking powerful questions about how the scientific concepts and tools introduced can 

aid them in tackling the challenges in this workshop

• by developing curiosity, inquisitiveness and creativity, flexibility, and persistence while 

considering geological change and the importance of evidence

• by being open and fair minded about the experiences of people in other communities and 

regions

• by considering how relationships and interactions at the small scale might be used to infer 

large scale patterns and vice versa

• by using their previous knowledge and/or their intuition to make hypotheses about how 

tectonic plates interact at different boundaries (and what geological phenomena will 

result from those interactions)

• by attempting to collect a combination of quantitative (technology-based) and qualitative 

observations to frame a complete picture

• Understand the formation and 
composition of the Earth

• Learn about past and present 
geological change

• Start to consider the agents of change

Goals for Learners
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Challenge 2: Dirt 
Detectives
Consider some examples of 
different agents of change 
before identifying examples 
around you

Suggested Materials

• Video 4 – Dirt Detectives
• Access to areas or objects 

undergoing change
• Observation Research Card

Skill 
Breakdown

Gather and select appropriate information

• by making careful observations, first from the Dirt Detectives video and then of their own object or 

area to locate signs of previous change or of change currently taking place

• by thinking about what sphere is being acted upon by each change they observe, as well as what 

information or data they could use to determine the impacted sphere with certainty

Determine  accuracy, validity, and importance of the information

• by using tools and technology as well as their five senses when making their observations

• by outlining what additional information they need to clearly determine the spheres being impacted

Identify Perspectives

• by considering how change may occur or may impact different communities in different ways

• by thinking about the scope of the change they are observing and what impacts it might have at a 

larger or smaller scale

Competency
Breakdown 

Critical Thinking (CT)

• by being critical of their own observations and by determining what constitutes good observations

• by thinking about the tools and techniques useful when making good observations

• by outlining what changes fit within each sphere, and whether there is any overlap between spheres

• by thinking about how their personal experiences may influence how they perceive evidence, and by being mindful 

of any interpretive biases that might result

• by being curious about the changes occurring in their communities, homes, and schools

Citizenship (CZ)

• by considering the diverse backgrounds and unique perspectives their classmates may bring to the learning 

environment 

• by thinking about global geological patterns and trends and how different communities and regions might be 

impacted by geological events in different ways

• by considering the geological changes occurring within Nova Scotian communities and elsewhere in the world

Goals for Learners
• Learn about Earth’s four spheres
• Consider small- and large-scale 

impacts on those spheres
• Begin to locate evidence of change
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Challenge 3: What-dunnit?
Examine the available research 
to determine the identify of 
their assigned culprit

Suggested Materials

• Either the interactive online 
game platform (preferred) or 
the Culprit Research Cards

• Observation Research Card

Skill 
Breakdown

Gather and select appropriate information

• by studying the documents and photographs and judging the significance and relevance of 

the information

• by noting appropriate information from their research cards individually and relaying a 

concise paraphrasing of their research to their team or peers

Determine  accuracy, validity, and importance of the information

• by eliminating any inaccurate or unsubstantiated information given by the research cards

• by offering an interpretation of the most likely culprit for their formations, by outlining the 

causal relationship between that culprit and each landform 

• by considering which points should be a priority when explaining their reasoning 

Identify Perspectives

• by considering the social importance of geographical and geological features

• by reflecting on the significance of Mi’kmaq names for landforms and locations in Nova 

Scotia

• by thinking about how their personal history with a location or region my influence their 

research into the agent of change that caused it

Competency
Breakdown 

Critical Thinking (CT)

• by identifying the tools, resources and information needed to make an accurate choice and to build a 

strong case

• by engaging in constructive and critical contemplation of the important information from their 

research cards

• by considering the importance of the indigenous name for areas within their province 

• by making a final decision on the most likely culprit based on the evidence provided

Goals for Learners
• Review the information 

provided
• Establish what evidence is 

important and relevant
• Determine what their culprit is
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Challenge 4: Make a Case 
Against Your Culprit
Support and present their 
arguments using one or more 
methods (such as by building  a 
model of their culprit)

Suggested Materials

• Various demonstration, 
crafting, or writing materials

• Observation Research Card

Skill 
Breakdown

Communicate findings  

• by considering the methods available to help prove their case with a physical or written model, including the 

technology outlined in the Technology Research Cards

• by developing an explanation that clearly, efficiently, and concisely paraphrases their case, expounding the 

causal relationship between their culprit and the landform

• by offering an interpretation of their findings to the class, outlining the causal relationship between the actions of 

their culprit and the formations found on their Culprit Research Cards 

• by presenting their case in a way that is engaging and uses various descriptive sources to expound their findings 

• by recognizing that the formation of geological features does not occur in a vacuum and often has multiple 

agents of change 

• by contrasting their results, as well as their method of communication, with those of their peers

Competency
Breakdown 

Communication (COM)

• by engaging in constructive and critical reflection to help develop their evidence-based models

• by thinking about the best method to support their case based on the evidence and observations they would like to 

highlight

• by considering all the aspects they need to include to prove their case

• by listening and interacting purposefully and respectfully with others during their presentations, and offering 

constructive dialogue afterwards

• by assessing the effectiveness of the communication forms they chose, with relation to their audience, purpose, and 

time limitations

Creativity and Innovation (CI)

• by gathering information from all senses regarding the available methods in order to innovate the best method to 

prove their case

• by developing a creative method to communicate how they could prove their case using technology

• by taking responsible creative risks while presenting their findings and accepting constructive feedback regarding 

their presentation

• by recognizing that the creative process was vital in developing their innovative method of communication, as well as 

those of their peers 

• by reflecting and learning from the trial and error throughout the workshop

Goals for Learners
• Select evidence to support 

their case
• Determine the most effective 

means of presenting their 
argument

• Present their findings
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*Looking for more? Check out our Offshoots, which provide sample activities that continue this workshop into all areas of the curriculum, using the appropriate 
skills continuum 


